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In the spirit of friendship, an observational tour of the miracles of cooperative workers'
endeavors turns into a stimulating, brawny holiday for a Moscow host and a guest from the
East of the continent. Will their manly man-love surmount the obstacles between them?
Inspired by Russia's current law against gay visibility, COMRADES wallows in the unabashed
romanticism and muscular, unintentional homoeroticism of Soviet-era propaganda art!
A spectacular book showing life and work of the Finnish icon from an unknown perspective
with around 150 illustrations and well researched texts.Tom of Finland has became the most
famous and influential Finnish artist of the 20th century. Born Touko Laaksonen in 1920, his
iconic depiction of self-confident and life-affirming gayness gave decisive impulses to the
international gay movements from the 1960s onwards. But although we clearly associate his
portrayals of sensual and powerful cowboys, farm hands, soldiers and leathermen with the
USA, Tom of Finland's rise to gay icon received the game-changing impetus neither in his
native Finland nor in the USA. It was, of all places, the city of Hamburg and Tom's friendship
with key exponents of the local gay scene in the early 1970s that helped him to his first
exhibition ever.He even created a grand mural for the legendary "Tom's Bar", until today the
only one legitimately named after him. Regular commissions to design posters and ads for gay
events in Hamburg allowed him to launch his artistic career after quitting his day job as
advertising executive, and led to the creation of the most extensive private collection of his
drawings to date. Galerie Judin is now devoting an exhibition and a comprehensive publication
to these seminal, but thus far little researched years, the art they generated and the friendships
they formed. The book includes texts by Juerg Judin, Pay Matthis Karstens, Kati Mustola and
Alice Delage, conversations with Durk Dehner and Michael P. Hartleben - and a facsimile of
the artist's German travel diary from 1955.
De l'image interdite à l'art : l'ouvrage de référence sur l'histoire de la photographie du nu
masculin.
The works of English painter Bruce Sargeant are iconic. He is famous for subtly-toned oil
paintings of young men at sport and leisure. This is the first art book focussing on Bruce
Sargeant's art alone.
This book offers a lively and unorthodox analysis of Nietzsche by examining a neglected
aspect of his scholarly personality--his sense of humor. While often thought of as ponderous
and melancholy, the Nietzsche of Higgins's study is a surprisingly subtle and light-hearted
writer. She presents a close reading of The Gay Science to show how the numerous literary
risks that Nietzsche takes reveal humor to be central to his project. Higgins argues that his use
of humor is intended to dislodge readers from their usual, somber detachment and to incite
imaginative thinking.
Check out the New York Times best selling comics series before the new season of Umbrella
Academy debuts July 31st 2020 on Netflix! With a new Netflix show and a third comics series,
the dysfunctional family of superheroes returned with a vengeance in 2019. Now that
acclaimed series, Hotel Oblivion, gets an oversized hardcover treatment, with the complete
7-issue story, plus a greatly expanded sketchbook section. Faced with an increasing number of
lunatics with superpowers eager to fight his wunderkind brood, Sir Reginald Hargreeves
developed the ultimate solution . . . But their past is coming back to haunt them. Collects The
Umbrella Academy: Hotel Oblivion issues #1-#7.

The Rough Guide to Finland is the essential companion to this fascinating
Scandinavian country with clear maps and coverage of all the best attractions.
Packed with stunning photography and illustrations, explore the must-see
highlights from the best summer and winter activities - including skiing,
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snowmobiling and reindeer and husky driving - to the remote villages that come
to life in the summertime, with beaches, lake cruises and island hopping. Find
detailed accounts of all Finland's major tourist attractions, including the cultural
capitals of Helsinki, Turku and Tampere and the laconic seaside towns along
Finland's southern and western coast, as well as sections on Finnish design and
The great outdoors. You'll find informed, practical advice on what to see and do
whilst relying on countless recommendations for Finland's best restaurants, bars,
cafés, shops and hotels for every budget and style. With authoritative
background on Finland's intricate history and expert tips on how to get around
the beautiful national parks, this is your must-have guide. Make the most of your
holiday with The Rough Guide to Finland.
Tom's fellas can be yours for the price of a cocktail The Comic Collection is the
most affordable compilation of Tom of Finland's popular panel stories. This
volume features 14 stories, including the first completed by Tom in 1946, and the
last, done in 1986. Along the way we meet Jack in the Jungle, Beach Boys,
Greasy Rider, Ringo & the Renegades, and Tom's most infamous creation, Kake,
the ultimate leatherman. The stories are arranged chronologically in a book sized
to fit perfectly in one hand, wrapped in our new Panic Jacket that allows the book
to be read any place, any time, by simply removing and reversing the cover to
give the appearance of a serious scholarly tome. For boys who like boys who like
art—but are sometimes embarrassed to enjoy their art in public—this attractive
package is not to be missed. Durk Dehner is Tom's archivist and provided the
original art for these volumes. He was born in Alberta, Canada, where he studied
art before moving to the United States in the mid-'70s. Dehner was instrumental
in bringing Tom out of the underground and in focusing public attention on his
work. The two co-founded the Tom of Finland Foundation in 1984, and Dehner
continues as head of the Foundation, headquartered in Los Angeles, California.
Reproduces explicitly erotic drawings dating from approximately 1948-1963,
showing a wide variety of sexual activities.
MANLY collects three gay erotic comics full of tenderness between masculine
men! In "Busted," a hot rest stop bubba helps a tough guy Federal agent stop an
escaping drug chef. They both get medals -- and then get each other... In
"Clinch," a young Latino and a mature Irish boxer figure out how to engage each
other on and off the boxing ring... And a Middle-Eastern hunk finds out how to get
the attention of an intimidating muscle daddy he always sees at a leather/levis
dive...when he sees he is a "Hot Librarian"!
The Comic Collection is the only compilation of Tom of Finland's popular panel
stories. Each of five 192-page volumes features eight or more complete stories,
including all twenty-seven episodes of Kake, Tom's infamous ultimate
leatherman. The stories are arranged chronologically in books sized to fit
perfectly in one hand, with the whole set appropriately housed in a black
?leather? display box. For boys who like boys who like art, this attractive package
is not to be missed.
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In this unique collection of black and white photography, acclaimed artist
Gruenholtz has accomplished something very rare in male erotica. In the style of
a classic fine-art photo documentarist, he captures the fascinating world of gay
adult entertainment with virtuosity and sensitivity. His beautiful "behind-thescenes" photographs, simultaneously frank and lyrical, constitute a compelling
long-form portrait of Michael Lucas and his models over the course of an
unprecedented year-long creative journey. Shot on location in New York, Fire
Island, Puerto Vallarta and Barcelona.
Tuoko Laaksonen, also known as Tom of Finland (1920-1991), was an iconic and provocative
artist who rose to cult status in the international gay community and beyond for his work
celebrating gay archetypes and masculinity during a time when being gay was taboo. Created
in partnership with the Tom of Finland Estate, Tom of Finland: The Official Life and Work of a
Gay Hero is a beautifully detailed visual biography full of never or rarely seen documents from
his archive. The text was completed just a few months before the death of the artist and was
fully approved by him--making this book the only 100% approved biography of this gay legend
responsible for creating the muscled, mustachioed gay archetype of the 1960s and '70s. With
an extensive biography, and suggestive photos and illustrations, Tom of Finland: The Official
Life and Work of a Gay Hero brings to life the icon whose erotic illustrations of men influenced
many artists, including Robert Mapplethorpe and Bruce Weber.
This timely book takes an original transnational approach to the theme of Nazism and neoNazism in film, media, and popular culture, with examples drawn from mainland Europe, the
UK, North and Latin America, Asia, and beyond. This approach fits with the established
dominance of global multimedia formats, and will be useful for students, scholars, and
researchers in all forms of film and media. Along with the essential need to examine current
trends in Nazism and neo-Nazism in contemporary media globally, what makes this book even
more necessary is that it engages with debates that go to the very heart of our understanding
of knowledge: history, memory, meaning, and truth.
Paperback edition of this groundbreaking study of,the art of Touko Laaksonen (1920-1991),
better,known as Tom of Finland, in which Micha Ramakers,explores the incredible and defining
impact he has,had upon gay culture. A lively and entertaining,work encompassing the rise of
the gay movement,the world of fine art and the functioning of,pornography, this is an ideal work
for the,millions of Tom's fans throughout the world and of,interest to readers unfamiliar with his
work.,Illustrated in b/w throughout.
C'est en 1998, avec The Art of Pleasure, que TASCHEN a fait découvrir au monde l'art
remarquable de Touko Laaksonen. Avant cela, Laaksonen, alias Tom of Finland, artiste culte
de la communauté gay internationale, était pratiquement inconnu du grand public. En 2009,
TASCHEN poursuit l'entreprise avec l'ouvrage ultime retraçant l'oeuvre de Tom, Tom of
Finland XXL, une magnifique édition collector grand format réunissant plus de 1000
illustrations et couvrant soixante ans de carrière de l'artiste. Son oeuvre a été réuni avec l'aide
de la Tom of Finland Foundation, à partir de collections conservées aux Etats-Unis et en
Europe, et comporte de nombreux dessins, peintures et études préparatoires qui n'avaient
encore jamais été publiés. D'autres n'avaient jusqu'alors été vus qu'isolément et sont montrés
ici dans l'ordre séquentiel prévu par Tom, gagnant ainsi toute leur valeur artistique et leur
charge érotique. Cet élégant volume grand format présente toute l'étendue du talent de Tom,
de ses portraits sensibles à ses descriptions explicites du plaisir sexuel et à ses hommages
pleins de tendresse rendus aux jeunes hommes emportés par le sida, et il inclut, en
complément, huit essais écrits pour l'occasion par Camille Paglia, John Waters, Armistead
Maupin, Todd Oldham, entre autres, qui reviennent sur l'influence sociale et personnelle de
Tom, ainsi qu'une étude approfondie de ses dessins par l'historien d'art Edward Lucie-Smith.
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Jusqu'à maintenant, la seule chose qui manquait à Tom of Finland XXL était un prix accessible
au plus grand nombre. Le nouveau Tom of Finland XXL est toujours aussi gros, fera autant
travailler vos biceps et reprend tout du contenu original, mais ne coûte qu'une fraction du prix
d'origine. Il vous souhaite la bienvenue.
The Naked Socialist is the real story of socialism. Complete, easy to read, no jargon, well
documented, and gives a fascinating look at the raw decay of culture and economy now at
work in America. It also provides a beautifully described explanation of the lasting principles of
prosperity and constitutional freedoms that must be restored relatively quickly. The Naked
Socialist strips away the fakery, the false hopes, the hollow dreams, and the meaningless
promises that socialists have foisted on countless millions---not just for the present, but over
thousands of years. With clear, brief, and step-by-step examples and anecdotes, the author
explains what socialism is, where it came from, how it works, how to recognize it, and why it
always destroys its host nation. You will learn that the Seven Pillars of Socialism are not at all
new, but a phenomenon that first appeared more than 6,000 years ago---and why socialism
managed to mushroom in nations and cultures right up into today’s current events. The Naked
Socialist is divided into five parts: 1) Gaining an understanding of what socialism is, 2) How it
has appeared in human history, 3) The miracle that stopped socialism, 4) The corruption of
that miracle, and, 5) The steps to return that miracle to America and the rest of the world today.
Included throughout the book are several questions to teach, test and emphasize important
points so that students of freedom may see where this nation needs to move to regain its lost
liberties. The Naked Socialist fulfills an urgent need to answer such questions as, • How much
of the U.S. Constitution has been replaced with socialism? • What is socialism, and why does
it eventually ruin everything it touches? • How did the Founding Fathers specifically make
socialism illegal? • How did socialism destroy Rome, the ancient Inca, Jamestown, and
Plymouth? Are these same patterns of demise at work today? • Which U.S. presidents
socialized America, and what steps did they take to do it? Are these reversible? • How is
socialism hurting other nations around the globe? • What are the best examples of socialism in
action today? • What are the Seven Pillars of Socialism? • How can people learn to recognize
socialism in their midst, or, learn if they're thinking like a socialist? • What are the 46 goals of
socialism? • What will it take to eradicate socialism once and for all? The study of freedom
breathes hope and encouragement into all things---it sheds light into the dark corners of
deception and conspiracy, showing that truth is the only authentic “transparency.” Once
socialism is stripped naked, those badly needed answers to restore freedom will materialize for
everyone’s benefit. Find those answers, plus hope and courage, in the pages of The Naked
Socialist. Reviews "The Naked Socialist is going to be explosive! When people know what Paul
Skousen is talking about, and really get to the heart of socialism, The Naked Socialist is going
to go VIRAL." --George Jarkesy, Host of the nationally syndicated "The George Jarkesy Radio
Show" "The Naked Socialist is an amazing book that provides clarity to what is going on in the
socialist world and why Americans do not seem to get socialism!" -Howard Stephenson, Utah
State Senator, President of the Utah Taxpayers Association and Host of Red Meat Radio "The
Naked Socialist is one of those books that is both an interesting read, as well as a useful
reference book. Paul Skousen's research is insightful and thorough, spanning many
civilizations and continents. He not only strips socialism of its clothing, he also provides us with
great ideas for fighting this scourge. This is a MUST READ for anyone who wants to know how
our country arrived where it is today." -Stefan Bartelski, Radio Host of the "Patriot Come Lately
Show" "The Naked Socialist connects the ancient order of oppression with the modern order of
oppression. The Naked Socialist is a fabulous book and we need to get everyone to read it
NOW!" --Morgan Philpot, Host of "Philpot Radio" and former member of the Utah House of
Representatives As a retired University Professor, I have spent many hours over the years
doing research. "The Naked Socialist" will be a gold mine for anyone presently researching the
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Socialist inroads in America! It is the most complete and heavily documented work I have ever
read, yet can be read straight though as an intriguing historical novel. --James C. Bowers,
Sc.D., Author of "The Naked Truth: The Naked Communist Revisited"
Newest in the famous series of gay erotic comics and cartoons, including work by Gerard
Donelan, Zack, Farrady, John Blackburn and others. With enticing drawings of muscle-bound
men accompanying stories of raw and unexpected desire, as well as many humorous strips
and panels, this volume of 'Meatmen' has it all.

Back in 1974, the sexual revolution was in full swing and the adult entertainment
business was on the verge of becoming Big Business. Deep Throat had created
America's first porn star in 1972, but by 1974 Linda Lovelace was already retired
and the industry was seeking the next big thing. Vanessa del Rio should have
been that thing, except in 1974 there were no ethnic sex stars. Undeterred,
Vanessa took any role they?d give her, because, amazingly, she was there for
the sex more than the money. Fans, awed by her ferocious onscreen sexuality,
made her a top box office draw and America's first Latina star. Retired since
1986, Vanessa del Rio remains a sexual icon who cuts across all ethnic
boundaries. What her fans don't know is that her real life was, and is, as wild as
anything she did on film. In this sumptuous over-sized volume, TASCHEN
celebrates a remarkably candid, confident and exuberantly sexual woman.
Presented through Vanessa's own archive, in her own words, is a life at once
shocking, titillating, amusing, and inspiring. And because paper and ink can't do
justice to a personality this big, an original 140 minute DVD documentary is
included. If you aren't already convinced, this book will end all doubt that there
could ever be another woman like Vanessa del Rio. Vanessa del Rio is limited to
a total of 1,500 numbered copies, each signed by Vanessa ? 1,300 copies in the
Collector's Edition ? 200 copies in the Art Edition, with a signed watercolor
lithograph of Vanessa by acclaimed artist Robert Crumb * Bonus for one lucky
reader: one of the 1,500 copies contains a Golden Ticket good for an allexpenses paid evening with Vanessa, to be documented by a world famous
photographer!! *?She is a person I dreamed about having sex with. She should
go in the hall of fame for best sex scenes in the '80s.?-Snoop Dogg
Byron was born with an unwavering sense of justice and a profound need to fight
for those who cannot fight for themselves. Through scientific advances, Byron s
father has made him into a powerful super-human, capable of harnessing cosmic
radiation and transforming it into incredible energy. Now as the heroic SPACE
CADET, Byron uses all the power at his disposal to keep his beloved Gateway
City safe from evil. This collection contains every story from his earliest battle
with JACK THE STRIPPER to the eve of his transformation into the all-new
NAKED JUSTICE! Featuring stories written and illustrated by Patrick Fillion,
SPACE CADET: THE COMPLETE COLLECTION also features breathtaking
artwork by other Class Comics artists such as David Cantero, Bob Grey, Leon de
Leon and Anthony Gonzales to name just a few."
Stand at attention with this pocket-sized army of free, proud, masculine fantasy
men committed to pleasure and male camaraderie. With multi-panel comics and
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single-panel drawings and paintings, as well as personal photographs, sketches,
and reference images, The Little Book of Tom: Military Men celebrates the artist's
most iconic vision of...
Celebrate the remarkable stories, events, and landmarks of the global LGBTQ+
movement with this inspirational and empowering infographic guide to the path
toward equality throughout history. There have been many ups and downs during
the long and arduous fight for LGBTQ+ rights all over the world, but it helps to
have a visual and joyful timeline of events to see just how far the movement has
come. Queerstory is an accessible infographic of the global LGBTQ+ movement
over the past 100 years that provides the perfect overview of all the significant
people and events that changed the course of history. Telling a visual story
through graphically represented statistics, key dates and events, quotes, and
facts about rights, campaigns, and queer pioneers, this easy-to-read and
inspiring guide is sure to provide a jolt of empowerment for the next generation of
LGBTQ+ activists and allies.
Tom of Finland - Comic Collection 125 Jahre TASCHENTaschen America Llc
"An Ode to Tom" is a catalogue for an exhibition by the Japanese homoerotic
artists Goh Mishima, Gengoroh Tagame, and Jiraiya at The Container, Tokyo.
The catalogue is fully bilingual (Japanese / English) and includes an introduction
by the gallery director, Shai Ohayon, among a reflection by Georgie Ichikawa, the
chair person of Mr. Gay Japan about LGBTQ rights in Japan, and illustrations
from the artists. The exhibition was curated as a satellite exhibition for Japan's
first exhibition of the iconic homoerotic artist Tom of Finland (also curated by
Ohayon), and presents contemporary Japanese art that was influenced by Tom's
works and activist work. The publication explores two generations of
contemporary homoerotic Japanese artists and the visual and philosophical
development of their practice. The exhibition at The Container in Tokyo, took
place 21 September-30 November, 2020. The Container is a contemporary
exhibition space in Nakameguro, Tokyo. The space opened in March 2011 to
create a site that encourages people to engage with art installations and works,
where the emphasis is on curation and the accessibility of contemporary art and
ideas to the general public. As the name suggests, the physical space is no more
than a constructed shipping container (485x180x177cm), made to measurements
of old Japanese shipping containers, in one of Tokyo's most beloved and trendy
neighbourhoods, Nakameguro. The Container invites Japanese and international
artists to make site-specific installations four times a year. Each installation
remains on view to the public for two-and-a- half months. Since 2013, The
Container also started to publish full-colour, bilingual (Jap/Eng) exhibition
catalogues, available online and at the gallery. The exhibition space receives
extensive international coverage, including ArtAsiaPacific, Artforum,
Hyperallergic, Glass Magazine, Art & Antiques Magazine, Ocula, Port Magazine,
Dazed & Confused, Blouin Artinfo, Art-iT, Bijutsu-Techo/BT, CNN, NHK, WIRED,
The Japan Times, The Sunday Times, travel guides and in-flight magazines, to
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mention only a few. www.the-container.com
A moving portrait of gay life with all its highs and lows. Evan and Rick have been
friends since childhood and as they grow up, their friendship turns into love. They move
to the city where they meet Billy and Charlie and the four friends are soon inseperable.
Drawn in a sure style, Mioki's comic is both sexy and moving. A charming comic for the
young and the young at heart.
All 26 episodes of the Kake comic serial have been collected in one volume--a
reflection of a time when gay men were men, sex was carefree, and everyone wore a
big, thick, mustache.
In 1945 Bob Mizer began taking photographs of strapping young men on Muscle Beach
in Venice, California. In December of that year he formed the Athletic Model Guild to
market his photos, and "physique photography" was born. Before Mizer there were
body builders and men who photographed them, but AMG photos, even those of the
same men, were different, subtly provocative, discretely aimed at a gay audience. They
weren't nude, but showed as much as the law allowed in 1945. ... TASCHEN's twovolume edition of "1000 Model Directory" contains prints from Mizer's original 4 x 5
negatives to present these handsome hunks in stunning clarity. Editor Dian Hanson
trawled through a quarter million male nudes to select this lineup of top models,
including movie stars Sammy Jackson, Richard Harrison, and Ed Fury. Glenn Corbett
of TV's 77 Sunset Strip is also here, as well as Nick Adams, star of The Rebel, and top
body builders Chris Dickerson, Dick Dubois, Vince Gironda, Bill Grant, Zabo
Koszewski, Henry Lenz, Don Peters, Bob Shealy, Charles Stroeder, Armand Tanny,
and John Tristram. --Publisher.
Thom Magister's first adult paper doll book offers four hot paper dudes who enjoy
wearing leather, denim, uniforms, and fetish gear. Each dude has seven different
outfits, including cop, cowboy, and military styles, plus bondage accessories and more
to convey a particular look. That adds up to almost 50 different fantasies you can
explore with their help!
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